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Minor Variations in Goldbacks
By The Rev. Frank H. Hutchins

It is more difficult to write about the gold certificates
than any other U. S. paper because possession of them
has been illegal for so long a period. Some goldbacks
do continue to exist, however, and from them it is pos-
sible to come to certain definite conclusions about the
minor variations that exist in these, as well as in the
legals and the silvers. I covered the latter in my article
on "Minor Variations in the Large Size Notes" in Paper
Money in the Summer 1962 issue, Vol. 1, No. 3.

The small size gold certificates present no variations.
but the goldbacks have the same degree and type of varia-
tions as the silvers and legals do, with one addition.
That is the enlargement, on the tens and fifties, of the
serial numbers in the middle of the term of office of
Speelman and White.

As in the case of both the silver and the legal fives
and tens, the goldbacks also had a change in the position
of the plate numbers on their obverses, from a position
under the left-hand check letter on the tens and under
the right-hand check letter on the twenties and the fifties,
to one uniformly after the right-hand check letter, in the
term of office of Teehee and Burke. Following this, how-
ever, none was issued in any denomination until the term
of office of Speelman and White, so that it was at this
time that all other changes were made. These were of

two sorts: 1) the shift of the plate number on the reverses
of the tens from the upper right to the upper left-hand
corner, of those on the twenties from the upper left to the
upper right-hand corner, and of those on the fifties from
a position to the right of the lower semicircle of the
central design to one to the left of it, or what has been
described as a shift from an eight-o'clock to a four-
o'clock position; 2) the increase in the size of the serial
numbers of the tens and fifties mentioned above. These
had always been reasonably large, but in the middle of
the term of office of Speelman and White they were made
enormous.

Nor were these changes made consistently, some of
each denomination appearing with ordinary-size serial
numbers and the reverse plate number in the old position,
some with the ordinary-size serial numbers and the re-
verse plate number in the new position, some with the
unusually large serial numbers and the reverse plate
number in the old position, and some with the unusually
large serial numbers and the reverse plate number in the
new position. The following table shows all of the varie-
ties that I have found, and of these I am still in the
market myself for an 1198 and a 1200 ssn-ar-8, neither
of which have I been able to procure.

ssn—small serial numbers
lsn—large serial numbers

KEY
OBVERSES

ul—plate number
ur—plate number
ar—plate number

REVERSES

under left-hand check letter
under right-hand check letter
after right-hand check letter

I—plate number in upper left-hand corner
r—plate number in upper right-hand corner
4—plate number to right of lower semicircle,

or at a 4 o'clock position
8—plate number to left of lower semicircle,

or at an 8 o'clock position

Friedberg
I67—Vernon-Treat $10.00
168—Vernon-McClung $10.00
169—Napier-McClung $10.00
170—Napier-Thompson $10.00
171—Parker-Burke $10.00
172—Teehee-Burke $10.00
173—Speelman-White $10.00

181—Vernon-Treat $20.00
182—Vernon-McClung $20.00
183—Napier-McClung $20.00
181 Napier-Thompson $20.00
185—Parker-Burke $20.00
I86—Teehee-Burke $20.00
187—Speelman-White $20.00

198—Parker-Burke $50.00
I99—Teehee-Burke $50.00
200--Speelman-White $50.00
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